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Tours for South Africa (TFSA) was established several years ago by 
brothers Mario & Giuseppe Febbraio. Their expertise in the airline 
industry has now culminated to create what is known as Tours for 
South Africa - arguably the best the Garden Route and Little Karoo has 
to offer. 

We cater for both local and international tourists. Discover more as we 
take you to destinations off the beaten track. Experience the secrets and 
hidden beauty of the Garden Route and Little Karoo.

Delivering unquestionably superior service by meeting our clientele 
demands and expectations with zero defect. We are not
only interested in clinching the deal, but
our purpose is that you return to the
Garden Route.

Along with our impressive fleet we have added Helicopter and Aeroplane 
flights allowing you to experience and explore from a bird’s eye view. 
Enjoy sun-set flights viewing the last glint of the African Sky. An 
experience not to be missed!

About us

Experience the secrets and hidden beauty ...



Eco Tours
Wine Tours
Family Tours
Golf Tours
Rugby Tours
Safari Tours
Adventure Tours
Historic & Cultural Tours

Airport Transfers
Hotel Shuttle services
Large Conference Transfers

Scenic Flights
Air Charters
Hot Air Ballooning
Heli flips

Various Activities in and
around the Garden Route

Brand Activation
Sport Events
Assisting & organizing meetings 
Registrations of delegates
Team Building
Motivational speeches
Year end functions
Educationals 

Weddings
Anniversaries
After parties
Audio Visual

tours

transfers

Flights

activities
corporate

Social events

What we do



BMW INTERNATIONAL SHOOT-OUT | BMW INTERNATIONAL BRANDING
ERNIE ELS INVITATIONAL | WORLD CORPORATE GOLF | BERENBERG
GARY PLAYER INVITATIONAL | VOLVO GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS | SAP
DINERS CLUB INTERNATIONAL | AQUA ENDURO | BP | PFIZER
COVIDIEN | PATAGONIK TRAVEL | ROYAL STAR CRUISE LINE
OCEAN MIST CRUISE LINE

... ” thank you and your 
team for all your support 
and dedication in making the 
Volvo Golf Championship
such a great success.”
VOLVO & IMG

International 
events



VODACOM | NASHUA | BRAVURA | SAB | HOLLARD | MTN | MULTI CHOICE 
ENGEN | SAP | AASA | INVESTEC | SHELL | EDEN MUNICIPALITY | SIEMENS

STANDARD BANK | VARIOUS GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS | SANLAM | FNB
TIGER BRANDS | COCA-COLA | JOY MINING | OLD MUTUAL | NEDBANK | BP

JACK’S PAINT | RENTWORKS |  TELKOM | BAROQUE MEDICAL | ABSA

... ” First off I Just want to 
say how amazing you guys 
were! Nothing was ever too 

much trouble, you were 
always on time and your 
drivers were excellent. 

Thank you!”
AUDIENCE RELATIONSHIP TACTICS

national 
events



Along with our 5 star fleet we at Tours for South Africa 

provide only the best, well trained and friendly drivers. 

Neat attire is always a priority with golf shirts and black 

trousers as uniform. With their diligence and abundant 

knowledge of the roads, they will always get you there safely 

and on time, guaranteed. We have also added aircraft to our 

arsenal allowing you to experience and explore from a bird’s 

eye view. Enjoy sun-set flights viewing the last glint of the 

African Sky. An experience not to be missed!

Our 
Fleet



Our Fleet



Exclusive to tours for South Africa, explore the 
Garden Route from a birds eye view in our new 
Beechcraft Baron 58, ‘ The Rolls Royce of the 
Skies...’

Taking off from either Mossel Bay, George, 
Oudtshoorn or Plettenburg Bay, this 5 seater luxury 
craft will whisk you away to your desired 
destination within South Africa.

Our Baron

...explore from a birds’ eye view.











Contact us
RESERVATIONS

DIRECTORS

OPERATIONS

info@tours4sa.com
+27 44 873 5700
www.tours4sa.com

Mario Febbraio
+27 82 498 4027
mario@tours4sa.com

Giuseppe Febbraio
+27 83 282 7320
gmf@tours4sa.com

+27 76 128 5798
ops@tours4sa.com
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